FIXED MAKE-UP STATIONS

MAKE-UP CORNER LINE
Complete make-up stations by Cantoni, characterized by simple line and materials of the highest quality create functional and magnetic
make-up corners. They are designed to offer turnkey solutions in situations requiring to set up a professional area, dedicated to beauty
treatments, in an easy and impeccable way.
Soft and enveloping light emitted by the mirror mounted I-light points makes unforgettable these lighted make-up stations.
Possibility of customizing corners with minimum order quantities

GLOSSY FINISHED CONTAINER TABLE WITH SLIDING TRAYS AND
MAAGNETIC CLOSURE

TABLE IN WHITENED ASH WITH FRONT DRAWER

MCR.S - STAND-ALONE MAKE-UP STATIONS WITH LIGHTS

Accessory: sign bearer 50 cm
height + customizable sign
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I-light lighting guarantees a long-lasting service life, a soft and enveloping
light and maximum safety of use.
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◆ Lit-up mirror with 9 light points with I-light technology by Cantoni
◆ Table with sliding drawers and double bottom compartment
◆ Stand-alone pole and anodized aluminium base

The MCR.S stand alone make-up corner, in polished methacrylate, is
available in black or silver.
The mirror can be customized with printing customer’s logo.
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Consists of:

Mirror with dimmer button to
adjust the brightness.
Supplied as standard.

Technical Details
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Lit-up stand alone corner for setting up in a short time Make-up stations
with high visual impact even in situations when it is not possible to wall
mount the furnitures.
Ideal for exhibition stands and promotional areas.

Accessory: satin finished basket
with interlocking silver cover
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The top block with sliding trays with magnetic closure hides,at the bottom,
a large container. Sturdy aluminium guides.
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Accessories available for MCR.S:
Basket, set for sign
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CANTONI TRADING SRL

All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino
Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products.
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes.
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino

sales@cantonionline.com
www.cantonionline.com
www.cantonishop.com
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